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20th World hematology congress
Kylie Jones*

ABOUT CONFERENCE

Hematology Congress 2022 board are pleased to welcome you to join the 
forthcoming “20th World Hematology Congress” on March 14-15, 2022 at 
London, UK. This congress is estimated to be the most significant and best 
dais for every one of the Scientists, Hematologists, Oncologists, Pathologists, 
Surgeons, Nurses, Research Scholars, Business Professionals, and Students 
who are working in the part of Hematology.

Theme: An Insight into Hematology, Oncology and Blood Disorders  

Hematology Congress 2022 contains speaker oral discussions, banner 
introductions, brief feature introductions, studios and shows. Here scientists 
and affiliations will trade thoughts and talk about the Management and 
Care of Patients, new methodologies arising in Hematology and furthermore 
progressed procedure for Diagnostics and treatment for Hematologic 
Disorders and so forth.

CME Accredited Hematologists’ 2022 will be coordinated by Conference 
Series Ltd which is contained 3000+ Global Events with over 1000+ 
Conferences, 1200+ Symposiums and 1200+Workshops on assorted Medical, 
Pharmaceutical, Clinical, Engineering, Science, Technology, Business 
and Management field is putting together gatherings wherever the world. 
Gathering Series Ltd through its global meetings gives a sublime chance 
to the sprouting researchers and youthful analysts through its uncommon 
drives like Young Researcher Forum, Poster Presentation and E-banner and 
Live Streaming, B2B and Scientific Meetings.

WHY TO JOIN THE EVENT?

Hematology Congress 2022 will give a logical climate and a stage for the 
members to trade their perspectives and thoughts in regards to Hematology 
research. Specialists and Associations from around the globe zeroed in on 
finding out with regards to Leukemia, Hemophilia, Blood coagulating and 
Hematologic Oncology can include in joint effort and systems administration; 
An incredible opportunity to arrive at a colossal array of members from the 
Hematology people group to battle against these dangerous problems.

TARGET AUDIENCE

• Hematologists

• Oncologists

• Haematopathologists

• Scientists

• Young Researchers

• Medical Students

• Physicians/Consultants/ General Practitioners

• Nurses

• Residents

• Directors/Managers

• Pathologists

• Presidents and Vice Presidents/Directors/Administrators

• Business Entrepreneurs

• Haematology Pharma Companies

• Medical Devices Companies

• Hematology Associations/ Societies.

Renowned Award for Young Research’s at Hematology Congress 
2022-Discovering New Exploration in Hematology field. Hematology 
Conference Committee is happy to declare “20th World Hematology 
Congress” March 14-15, 2022 by focusing on the topic: “An Insight into 
Hematology, Oncology and Blood Disorders “. Hematology Congress 2022 
improvements are keeping up with their energy. Hematology Conference 
program digs into vital conversations.

HEMATOLOGY CONGRESS 2022 YOUNG SCIENTIST AWARDS

Hematology Conference Committee is expected to respect esteemed 
honor for skilled Young analysts, researchers, Young Investigators, Post-
Graduate understudies, Post-doctoral colleagues, Trainees, Junior staff in 
acknowledgment of their remarkable commitment towards the gathering 
subject. The Young Scientist Awards bend over backward in giving a 
solid expert improvement opportunity for early profession academicians 
by meeting specialists to trade and share their encounters on all parts of 
Hematology.

Youthful Research’s Awards at Hematology Congress 2022 for the 
Nomination: Young Researcher Forum- Outstanding Masters/Ph.D./
Post Doctorate theory work Presentation, just 25 introductions OK at the 
Hematology Congress 2022 youthful exploration discussion.

RULES FOR YOUNG RESEARCHERS FORUM

Youthful Scientist Award acknowledgment declaration and keepsake to 
the victors. Our meetings give best Platform to your examination through 
oral introductions. Find out with regards to profession improvement with 
every one of the most recent advances by systems administration. Youthful 
Scientists will get proper and opportune data by this Forum. Stage for 
coordinated effort among youthful analysts for better turn of events. Give 
a chance to explore collaboration and set up senior agents across the globe 
in the field. Offer the thoughts with both prominent analysts and guides. 
It’s an incredible advantage for youthful specialists to find out with regards to 
the examination regions for extending their exploration information.


